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Crystals & Gemstones: Selenite, Sticks #3 (.5 - 1 inch grit)
 

Naturally Fiber optic, can work against cancer, opens crown and higher chakras, accesses angelic consciousness, brings higher guidance 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $3.00

Sales price without tax $3.00

Tax amount 
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Crystals & Gemstones: Selenite, Sticks #3 (.5 - 1 inch grit)
 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Naturally Fiber optic, can work against cancer,opens crown and higher chakras, accesses angelic
consciousness, brings higher guidance...

Suggested Chakra: Crown 

Color: Opaque 

Folklore & Uses: Naturally fiber optic. Can be used against cancer.

This is a good healing stone as it conducts energy and light very well. Selenite makes a good worry stone. You
must not soak it to clear it, as it will turn into a lump of jelly. It can be used at Crown Chakra to draw Spirit nearer for
consultation. You might also try keeping it with your tarot cards and then rubbing it prior to a reading.  Selenite can
also enhance calm, meditation, checks progress on life lessons, instills insight, clears confusion.

Sized: Small Medium Natural Pieces. Excellent Value. Approx. Size: .5" - 1" grit

 

* As you may know, crystals can come in a variety of shapes, sizes and colors - each piece is composed of  various minerals which depending
on the pockets during the tumbling process some may be colored differently. It is truly amazing that these beautiful items come from mother
earth herself. We take great care in sizing and pricing our crystals and will work to ensure that the right crystals find their way home to you!
Sizes and coloring may vary.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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